Background: Multiple sclerosis (MS) has been traditionally considered to be more frequent in women and in regions more distant from the equator. However, recent reports suggest that the latitude gradient could be disappearing and that the female-to-male ratio among patients with MS has increased in the last decades. We have conducted a systematic review of incidence studies of MS to assess the overall incidence of MS and explore possible changes in the latitude gradient and the female-to-male ratio over time.
specific incidence rates of MS. Our objective was to evaluate temporal changes in the incidence of MS by latitude and sex.
METHODS Literature search. We conducted a search in
Medline and EMBASE including the period 1966 to February 1, 2007 , for the keywords "multipie sclerosis AND incidence" in Medical Subjects Headings and free text. We screened all abstracts from the retrieved articles published in English and obtained the full text of those that could meet the inclusion criteria. We also examined the references in the articles meeting inclusion criteria, as well as previous reviews on the incidence of MS. Studies were included if they provided original data, specified the period of case ascertainment and the criteria for MS diagnosis, defined the study population, and reported age-and sex-specific incidence rates of physician-diagnosed MS. To improve the comparability between reports conducted in populations with different age structure, we excluded studies that did not provide age-and sex-specific incidence rates.
Data collection. From each individual study, we gathered the following information if available: first author, year of publication, period of case ascertainment, geographic area (Northern Europe, Southern Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand, or Other), mean latitude for the study area, diagnostic criteria used for MS diagnosis, inclusion of suspect or possible cases, size of the study population, number of MS cases (total and by sex), method of case ascertainment, use of date of first symptoms or diagnosis to define incidence time, and age-and sex-specific incidence rates. In each study, the study period was defined as the mean of the first and last years of case ascertainment, and the sex ratio was calculated as the ratio of MS agestandardized incidence among women divided by that incidence among men. We defined dichotomous variables for study period (Ͻ1980, Ն1980) and latitude zone (Ͻ50, Ն50 degrees) using the median values as cutoff points.
Statistical analysis.
For each study, we computed agestandardized incidence rates separately in women and men using the world population as reference. 14 We computed the mean age-standardized incidence including all studies and by study period and latitude zone. We also summarized incidence rates in each study by calculating the lifetime probability of receiving an MS diagnosis (lifetime risk). 15 We used regression analysis to estimate the association of (log) MS incidence with latitude and period of case ascertainment (both considered as continuous variables). Similarly, we regressed the (log) female-to-male ratio on the study year. Each study was weighted by the inverse of the variance of its incidence rate, defined as the number of MS cases over the square of person-years of follow-up. 16 RESULTS Our initial search retrieved 3,313 references in Medline and 1,253 in EMBASE. Of these, 28 articles provided age-and sex-specific incidence rates. 6, Six of them reported MS incidence separately for more than one population or for different periods of time for the same population 18, 19, [21] [22] [23] 32 so, for the purposes of this analysis, we considered them as separate studies. We excluded one study 44 because it provided agespecific incidences that were all lower than the overall incidence. Therefore, our analysis included 38 studies: 19 conducted in northern Europe (Nordic countries and the United Kingdom), 12 in southern Europe, five in Australia, and two in the United States. Three studies (two in the United Kingdom, one in the United States) reported MS incidence only among women. 6, 25, 26 Table 1 lists the studies included in the systematic review, and their corresponding MS incidence rates and lifetime risk.
Among women, the weighted mean incidence rate of MS was 3.6 (95% CI 3.0, 4.2) cases per 100,000 person-years (nonweighted: 5.3, 95% CI 4.5, 6.1) and the lifetime risk was 2.5‰ (nonweighted: 3.7‰). Among men, the corresponding figures were 2.0 (95% CI 1.5, 2.4; nonweighted: 2.8, 95% CI 2.3, 3.3) for incidence and 1.4‰ (nonweighted: 2.0‰) for the lifetime risk.
Incidence rates were greater at higher latitudes, both in women and men (figure 1). For each increment in 10 degrees of latitude, MS incidence increased 30% in women and 50% in men (table 2) . This latitude gradient was slightly weaker when we restricted our analysis to studies conducted in Europe (31 studies). After adjustment for latitude, we did not observe any significant association between the study year and the incidence of MS (table 2) .
The mean MS incidence rates by study period and latitude zone are shown in table 3. Compared with studies conducted before 1980, the MS incidence was generally higher after 1980, especially in lower latitudes. As a consequence, the incidence rate ratio for high vs low latitude was higher, both in women and men, before 1980 than after 1980. In fact, latitude was clearly associated with MS incidence only before 1980, when a 10-degree increment in latitude was associated with a 31% increase (95% CI: 17% to 47%) in MS incidence among women and 54% (95% CI: 35% to 77%) among men. After 1980 the corresponding numbers were 15% (95% CI: Ϫ9% to 44%) in women and 11% (95% CI: Ϫ13% to 41%) in men.
We found an association between study year and sex ratio: for each 5-year period, the female-to-male incidence ratio increased 6% (95% CI: 3% to 10%) on average, from a predicted mean sex ratio of 1.4 in 1955 to 2.3 in 2000. These results did not materially change when the model included a quadratic term for the study year. The increase in the sex ratio was apparent when we examined separately studies conducted in the same region over different periods of time (figure 2). DISCUSSION Our findings suggest an attenuation of the latitude gradient in MS incidence over the last 25 years, apparently as a result of increased incidence of MS in regions closer to the equator, and an increase of the female-to-male ratio of MS over time.
The existence of a latitude gradient in the distribution of MS was an early finding in the epidemiologic study of this disorder. Two seminal studies, one Table 1 Age-standardized incidence rates (per 100,000 person-years) and lifetime risk of multiple sclerosis (MS) in published studies reporting age-and sex-specific incidence rate of MS conducted among US veterans and the other in different populations from Australia and New Zealand, found a higher frequency of MS in regions farther from the equator. 3, 4 These studies, together with observations from migrant populations, 45, 46 make it unlikely that the latitude gradient is fully explained by the genetic composition of the population or, as some authors have argued, 9 by differential diagnosis of MS in contiguous regions. More recent reports, however, pointed to an attenuation of the latitude gradient. An analysis from the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) and NHS II cohorts assessed MS incidence among US female nurses born between 1921 and 1946 (NHS) and between 1947 and 1964 (NHS II). In the NHS, women born north of 41-42 degrees North latitude had a risk of developing MS 3.5 times higher than women born south of 37 degrees North latitude. In contrast, in the NHS II, being born in the north was not associated with a higher incidence of MS. 6 Similarly, an extension of the study conducted among US war veterans by Kurtzke et al. in 1979 showed that the north to south relative risk in the United States declined from 2.6 for veterans from the Second World War and the Korean Conflict to 2.0 for those from the Vietnam War and the Gulf War. 7 Our results confirm the attenuation of the latitude gradient, and extend this finding outside the United States.
The observed change in the latitude gradient suggests that, in addition to genetic determinants, one or more environmental factors play a role in the etiology of MS. Vitamin D and sun exposure (highly correlated), and infections have been suggested as potential candidates. 8, 47 Several studies have observed an inverse association between vitamin D (both dietary intake and blood levels) and the risk of developing MS. 48, 49 Changes in lifestyle associated to decreased sun exposure, and therefore lower synthesis of vitamin D, could account in part for the attenuation of the latitude gradient. Another potential explanation for the change in the latitude gradient is a change in the timing of exposure to infections in early life. According to the so-called hygiene hypothesis, an increased exposure to infections during childhood reduces the risk of autoimmune disorders, possibly including MS. Individuals in the southern regions of Europe and the United States have been traditionally more exposed to infections at young ages, 50 but recent improvements in socioeconomic conditions and lifestyle modifications might have eliminated this earlier exposure.
We also found an increase in the female-to-male ratio among MS cases. Two previous reports had detected this increase in North America. The Canadian Collaborative Project on Genetic Susceptibility to Multiple Sclerosis evaluated the MS sex ratio by year of birth among 27,073 patients with MS born between 1931 and 1980. The ratio was 1.90 for cases born in 1931-1935, and increased steadily to 3.21 for those born in 1976 -1980. 10 Similarly, in 30,000 North American patients enrolled in the NAR- Age-adjusted incidence rate of multiple sclerosis by latitude in 38 different incidence studies Each observation corresponds to the incidence in one study. Size of each observation is proportional to the inverse of its variance. 11 Again, our study confirms these findings and extend them outside North America. The observed rise in the female-to-male ratio cannot be easily explained by genetics or by new diagnostic technologies or increased awareness, which would apply to both sexes. Some possible environmental factors that could contribute to this change are smoking (which is associated with an increased MS risk 47 and whose prevalence increased among women during the 20th century), or reproductive factors (though there is no evidence for an increased MS risk associated with oral contraceptive use, pregnancy, 51 or a sexually transmitted agent).
In contrast to our results, a previous systematic review concluded that there was not a true latitude gradient in the incidence of this disorder. 9 Two main reasons could explain the disagreement between our study and the older one. First, the previous review only included articles published between 1980 and 1998. Our review, on the other side, included articles published up to 2007. Second, we weighed studyspecific incidence rates by the inverse of the variance, while the previous report did not attempt to correct for study size or number of MS cases included.
Our review has several limitations. First, the absence of incidence studies in Africa, Asia, and Central/South America makes it difficult to portray accurately the distribution of MS worldwide. Second, the lack of a uniform methodology in the studies included in our review may have introduced noise in our estimates. We tried to partially limit this problem by including only publications that provided age-and sex-specific incidence rates, which allowed us to compute standardized rates. Third, we could not differentiate between relapsing remitting and primary progressive MS. Finally, our review does not provide direct evidence regarding the causes of the attenuation in the latitude gradient or the increase in the female-to-male ratio. Cutoff points for latitude and period were the median values for each variable.
*Study year defined as the mean of first and last years of case ascertainment. †Latitude ratio defined for each sex and study period as the ratio between mean incidence for studies conducted in latitude 50 or higher and the corresponding weighted mean for studies conducted below latitude 50.
Figure 2 Sex (female-to-male) incidence rate ratio of multiple sclerosis by study year and region
Study period was defined as the mean of the first and last year of the case ascertainment for that particular study. Only regions with information from three or more periods of time are included.
